2 1/2" Fan Tail Shrimp
0SRG-Natural Shrimp

7BKGC
Golden Bream

Rattle chamber in
tail to add sound and
enhance tail action
Actual Size

0RS-Measles

14RBK-Mangrove
Red

LS-Luminescent

NP-New Penny
(Laminated)

DA10LS-Silktreuse/
Luminescent
(Laminated)

HB0AJ-Opening
Day
(Laminated)

Shown clear
for demonstrative
purposes only
-not available
as a color

Fan tail flips
during presentation
to imitate a natural
swimming action
Lots of leg action

Exude™2-1/2" Fan Tail Shrimp
8 shrimp & 3 rattles
/resealable bag

Stock #

SEFTS8

Its fan tail “flips” during presentation to
imitate the natural swimming action of a
live shrimp. In addition the tail includes a
rattle chamber that not only produces fishattracting sound, but it adds weight to the
tail resulting in enhanced motion. Rig it on
a Mister Twister® Saltwater Jighead
and, depending on the speed of
your retrieve, you will be able
to fish it at virtually any depth.
The key to effective artificial
shrimp presentations is
tail action and sound.
The Exude™ Fan
Tail Shrimp not
only has both,
but its Exude™
®
Mister Twister
formulation
begins
saltwater jigheads
releasing
scent
as
(page 23)
soon as the lure hits the
water. Action, size, sound,
Be sure to
Price
colors and scent–Mister
add the color
code # after $5.42
Twister's 2½" Exude™ Fan
the stock #
Tail Shrimp has it all.

3 3/4" Shrimp
11GBK-Rootbeer/ 0PBK6-Clear/Pink
Gold, Black Flake Black Flake/Pink Tail

Releases
scents and
stimulants
like a
real
shrimp

11OBS8-Pumpkin/
11BKST
Orange, Black Flake/ Pumpkin Pepper/
Orange Tail
Silktreuse Tail

Rigged on a saltwater jighead
or single weedless hook, the
EXUDE™ Shrimp mimics an
escaping shrimp. A quick popping
retrieve provides great tail
action, while the undulating legs,
make it irresistible to redfish,
trout, snook, and flounder.

Actual Size

Rootbeer/Gold,
Black Flake shown

LS-Luminescent

7BOO
Gray Ghost

0SRG
Natural Shrimp

0RS-Measles
(clear red flake)

BOH-Bone
Diamond

3SRS10Morning Glory/
Chartreuse Tail

NP-New Penny

7BKGC
Golden Bream

Matt Blundo

Be sure to add the color code # after the stock #

Exude™ 3-3/4" Shrimp

14RBKMangrove Red

LSST-Luminescent/
Silktreuse Tail

Stock # Price

6/resealable bag (saltwater) ES6
6/resealable bag (freshwater) FES6

www.mistertwister.com Customer Service call 800-344-6331 M-Th 8 am - 4 pm

$4.93
$4.93
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